We study the collective electron dynamics in C 60 clusters within the Time Dependent Thomas Fermi method in the frame of jellium model. The results regarding the optical spectrum are in good agreement with the experimental data, our simulations being able to reproduce both resonances from 20eV and 40eV . We compare also, the results with those from other theoretical approaches and investigate the implications of quantum effects including exchange-correlation corrections, or gradient corrections from a Weizsacker term. The nature of the second resonance is studied using transition densities and phase analysis and interpreted as being a collective surface plasmon .
I. INTRODUCTION
The discovery of C 60 fullerene in 1985 [1] confirmed Buckminster's Fuller mental construction [2] of a structure with high symmetries and outstanding stability properties. Since that moment a lot of attention has been concentrated on the special properties of fullerene, reflected in optical, electronic, thermal and mechanical [3] behavior. The interest is not purely academical since are actively discussed the possibilities of using such clusters in biological [4] , chemical and even cancer therapy [5] , [6] applications. For all this to become realistic, we need a solid understanding of the dynamical (optical) response of C 60 to external interacting systems as laser, projectiles, radiation, etc. Soon after C 60 , other fullerenes with lower symmetries have been observed and investigated, C 20 , C 70 , C 180 , C 240 , etc., but still, C 60 cluster remains the main figure in the fullerene class.
One of the most intriguing and important (from applicative point of view) properties of C 60 fullerene is related to its optical spectrum. Being a carbon compound, one could hardly speak about it as a metallic cluster or thinking about metallic properties. Even so, since the first theoretical calculations [6] and spectroscopic experiments [7] , a giant resonance has been calculated and observed around 20eV in its photoionization spectrum. This resonance has been interpreted accordingly with the Mie's theory [8] as a surface plasmon which is usually present in metal nanostructures where the electrons have the characteristic of being quasi-free so the response function to external fields is caracterized by high values and a strong collective behavior. This aspect can be explained from the electronic structure 1s 2 2s 2 2p 2 of carbon atoms, imagining the valence electrons 2s 2 2p 2 are quasi-delocalized in the cluster structure and capable of being collectively excited. Even peculiar was the presence of a second smaller peak in the optical spectrum around 40eV revealed in photoionization experiments [9] , [10] both for neutral or ionized fullerenes. In the past decade, a lot of studies have reproduced it theoretically and interpreted as a compressional collective mode associated with the so called volume plasmon. Also, regarding its microscopical nature, pure quantum effects are thought to be responsible through a coherent superposition of orbital excitations. Some other studies, based on hydrodynamical pictures have argued that is nature is also that of a surface plasmon due to oscillations from the inner and outer surfaces of the electron cloud. Actually, one can find an impressive collection of papers regarding the existence and the nature of second resonance and the problem still waits for a complete explanation and unified interpretation.
While different methods, very involved from computational point of view, as HartreeFock [11] , [12] , RPA [13] , Density Functional Theory [14] , [10] ,etc. have been used to study the optical spectrum in fullerene cluster, we intend in this paper to provide a study from the perspective of a semi-classical method, namely Time Dependent Thomas Fermi (TDTF). The method, or variation based on the same approximation, had been used before in connection with nuclei [15] , atoms [16] , clusters [17] , strong laser interaction in clusters [18] , thin metal films [19] and even transport processes in semiconductors [20] . Therefore, it is eligible to consider such a method, which, to the best of our knowledge, has never been simulated before in its fully nonlinear form on C 60 fullerene.
Even though the approximations used are crude, the method has a set of advantages in respect with more precise other theories. First, as we shall see, it requires the propagation of a single pseudo-wave function in time in comparison with TDDFT or TD Hartree-Fock which in principle should propagate 240 or even 360 electron orbitals, and therefore, the gain in computational complexity and time is obvious. Second, the method allows us from its first principle to include or not, different corrections which account for pure quantum effects and so, we can investigate the level at which these effects become important in the dynamics. Third, the numerical scheme allows us to investigate easily the local dynamics of electronic density, from which a quantitative description of the nature of present resonances is tractable. Beside all that, it is important to see, from numerical experiments, what are the capabilities of the theory in cases of such complex molecular systems as fullerenes are or what hopes are to use it in the future in other similar structures, at least to study the gross properties of dynamics.
II. THEORY A. Jellium model and Thomas Fermi theory
In order to investigate the optical response in C 60 we do not need to involve strong excitations which could affect the core electrons or deform the structure and for this reason a simplification is at hand by using the so called jellium model. This model basically states that as long as in a molecular system the excitations are just perturbative and therefore lies in the linear region, one could say, due to Born-Oppenheimer [21] approximation, that the nuclei remain frozen. In the same conditions, the core electrons are not excited and due to the electrostatic screening, the valence electrons, which have higher energies and are more susceptible to respond to external fields, see the coupling between nuclei and core in an averaged manner. So, a natural approximation becomes to use instead of nuclei and orbitals for more bounded electron, a single homogeneous distribution of positive charge which creates a fixed potential for the valence electrons. The self-consistent jellium model proved to be an appropriate method predicting quantitative results in good agreement with the experimental data in cluster physics [22] , [23] . In our case, we use the classical model of a positive charged shell centered on the support surface for the carbon nuclei in C 60 cluster used before in other approaches [24] , [25] .
Going further to the basic approximation involved in the TDTF, we shall present first some features of the original, stationary, Thomas Fermi (TF) theory. In principle the approximation is derived considering an infinite system of non-interacting fermions. From the associated wave-functions, which are plane waves, the local density of kinetic energy is constructed and connected with the density of probability. This local form it is used further in complex system with interactions to approximate also locally the true kinetic energy density. Beside the proper expression, it is useful to see how TF emerge as a genuine Density Functional Theory. It is known from Hohenberg-Kohn (H-K) theorems [26] that given a system of particles with a two-body interaction U( r, r ′ ) placed in an external potential V ( r), there is an unique functional of density called energy E[ρ] which is minimized only by the true ground state density of the system ρ 0 ( r):
Where G[ρ] is an universal (unknown) functional of density. In principle it should contain the kinetic energy of the system and other pure quantum effects as exchange-correlation. The variational principle of energy minimization must be applied with the constrain of constant number of particles N so we call for the Lagrange multiplier technique:
Where µ is the Lagrange multiplier called chemical potential. The associated EulerLagrange equation becomes (with the notation δG/δρ = g[ρ]):
Up to this level, the equation 3 has been derived from the H-K only and the result is exact in the frame of DFT. Now, the mathematical form of TF theory states that g[ρ] has the local form:
. Being derived under the homogeneous electron gas approximation, the functional, which in essence is an equation of state for the electron gas, works only in the case of systems with delocalized electrons and slow varying density (low gradients). Furthermore, it was proven that in molecular systems the TF theory is invalid since the atoms do not bind [27] and the absence of exchange-correlation effects can give unphysical effects as can be the asymptotic behavior of the density.
The defects of the theory can be ameliorated by adding gradient corrections [28] and exchange-correlation [29] terms in g [ρ] . Nonetheless, the method has been used before with good qualitative results in metal clusters [30] , [31] and even in C 60 [32] and therefore our attempt can be justified, but we test both the original theory approximation and also the quantum and gradient corrected versions in order to make a comparison on the involved effects.
B. Derivation of Time Dependent Thomas Fermi equation
As we shall see bellow, one of the form of TDTF consists of a hydrodynamical-like system of equations and it is natural to consider a derivation from the quantum Wigner equation within its Vlasov semi-classical approximation [33] . Nonetheless, we shall derive it from Time Dependent DFT principles using Lagrangian formalism just to have a better picture of the approximations involved and to be aware of the connections with TF theory.
A similar short description can be found in [17] design for metal clusters. The main idea is to start, analogous with the stationary version (TF), from the quantum mechanical action and the variational principle of least action:
Where due to a similar mapping with the one from K-S theorems, but proven by Runge and Gross [34] , the state Ψ is an unique functional of density: |Ψ ≡ |Ψ[ρ( r, t)] .Ĥ is the Hamiltonian operator. A set of hydrodinamical equation can be derived from the variational principle of least action [34] :
In 6ĵ is the current operator while P is a three component vector. Unfortunately, the hamiltonian operator is not known explicitly and we can make approximations just on its expectation values, so there is no easy way to compute the commutator.
We start, as in [35] with a fluid description of the system of particles analogous with a classical charged fluid with internal energy given by the energy functional from DFT. The dynamical part of the kinetic energy has the classical form described by a velocity field u( r, t). The expectation value of the hamiltonian:
In order to derive the equations of motions from this approximation, we must introduce a scalar S( r, t) as conjugated variable of the density:
Next approximation is taken on the relationship between velocity field and S field: u = ∇S. Basically, the velocity field is taken to be irrotational , assumption which is not unrealistic, since our interest is the optical response of C 60 which is done in the usual way by studying the density response to a dipolar excitation, motion to be expected to have dipolar character and so, irrotational . With this representation and the notation
, the equations of motion 7 and 8 (which are at some level equivalent with 4, 5, 6) become:
The above set of equations can be embedded in a single non-linear Schrodinger like equation, using the so called Madelung transformed [36] defining the complex field Φ( r, t) = ρ( r, t) 1/2 exp(iS( r, t)/ ):
Where the pseudo-potential w is described by:
Finally, setting g[ρ] = γρ 2/3 , we obtain the TDTF model for the macroscopic dynamics of a system of identical particles in an external potential. In relation with the single pseudoparticle representation of Time Dependent DFT (φ i ), namely the Kohn-Sham equations, those two approximations involved above, replace the true kinetic energy functional:
with a picture in which, for the equation of state, all Kohn-Sham orbitals have constant amplitude |φ i | = const, ∀ i = 1, N, while, for the dynamic part, all phases of φ i have the same value arg(φ i ) = S, ∀ i = 1, N. Also, all the correlation and exchange effects are neglected.
In the final step of interest, one should replace the mean field picture of interaction in the system with the Coulombian case: U( r, r ′ ) = | r − r ′ | −1 . The result of this method is obvious: the final results (9,10) are in fact a single NLSE, which even though works with a complex field which contains all the information that the hydrodynamical equations have, simplifies the numerical treatment with the capability of being tackled with specific and very efficient numerical methods as Cranck-Nicholson [37] is. For this, it is known to be unconditionally stable and norm conserving, task which in the numerical treatment of hydrodynamic like system is achieved with greater computational costs, therefore, through this form we deal with the same problem but in a smarter way.
C. Ground state and corrections
It is intuitive to think that the stationary solution of equation 11 is the same with the TF equation 3. This indeed can be proven with the anzatz Φ(t, r) = Φ 0 ( r)e iµt/ which gives us from the equation 11 an eigenvalue problem :
Or an equivalent Euler-Lagrange (TF) equation:
The numerical methods of solving this problem are known and will be discussed in detail later.
Now that the basic approximations of TF and TDTF are clear: a) an equation of state for the electronic gas approximated locally with the one from the homogeneous infinite model, b) a decoupled kinetic energy in the state energy and a irrotational flow kinetic energy, it is important to analyze what do this approximations miss and how could be improved.
First of all, if one derives the TF equation of state from the Wigner-Kirkwood expansion [38] it becomes clear that this is just an 0 th order approximation which works only for very slow varying densities, therefore, supllemmentary higher order (gradient) corrections could be added. This is done trough a Weiszacker term λ(∇ 2 ρ 1/2 )/ρ 1/2 with λ = 1/8 [39] which should account, in principle, for local oscillations of the density profile [28] .
Second, the universal functional G does not account only for the kinetic energy of the system but for the exchange-correlations also. For that reason we can correct g[ρ] adding a supplementary term to account for this effects. With all this corrections the new local density approximation can be written :
The v xc potential can have in principle any form used in general DFT calculation, but in practice we choose the Gunnarson-Lundqvist functional from equation 16 which has been used before succesfully in cluster dynamic simulations [40] , even if it was designed, in principle, for ground state calculations.
Some applications [41] in metal clusters with the semi-classical Vlasov method have used only the v xc correction. But following [42] we will include both Wiezsacker and xc, or none, since from kinetic perspective, both gradient corrections and exchange correlation effects have the same magnitude and therefore, spurious effects could arise if they are not used in pair.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. C 60 ground state Going back to C 60 , we shall start by investigating the properties of electronic system in the ground state as describe by TF theory. This is done by solving equation 3. The jellium model is used to describe the coupling between nuclei and core electrons (1s 2 shell) in a homogeneous positively charged shell centered on the spherical surface that contains the geometric position of nuclei ρ jel ( r) ∝ Θ[(r − r 1 )(r 2 − r)]. This sphere has a radius of r 0 = 3.54Å and the thickness is taken as in [25] , [43] , [44] ∆ ≈ 1.5Å, therefore, r 1 = 2.8Å and r 2 = 4.2Å.
One of the most natural way of solving 3 is to start with an initial guess on ground state density ρ 0 from which the Coulomb potential is constructed with the help of Poisson equation ∇ 2 φ = −eρ/ε 0 and then from g functional, the new density and the chemical potential are calculated in such a way that the normalization condition ρ( r)dr 3 = 240 is fulfilled. The process is iterated until the convergence it is reached.
Since in the case of gradient and exchange-correlation correction, solving the equation both for ρ and µ can be problematic, we have chosen instead, to solve the eigenvalue problem 13. In a similar way, we start with a guessed Φ 0 ( r) from which the potential w( r) is constructed and then, in a finite difference description on real space of the laplacian operator, the spectrum of eigenvalues and eigenvectors is computed. The eigenvector with the lowest eigenvalue is taken as new solution and the loop is repeated until convergence. In this way, the g functional can be computed directly from the last solution and it is not neccesary to (12) and the resulting spectrum of energetic levels is plotted in 2. Also a plot 3 with the difference between the averaged Kohn-Sham density and the Thomas Fermi one is done just to obtain a quantitative description of how close to DFT-reality is TF ground state in the case of fullerene. The result is that local errors stay under 10% which is an unexpected result regarding the simplicity of the model. Nonetheless, this might be a consequence of the smoothness of jellium model.
B. Numerical details
From numerical point of view, we have chosen to solve both the stationary eq 11 and the time dependent one 13 in real space under the finite difference approximation. The ground state is taken as being spherically symmetric with the only variable involved being the radial one, so very refined grids have been used. For example, a radial domain of 0 < r < 3r 0 divided in n = 1000 − 10000 equidistant points has been employed usually which gave a very accurate picture for both Coulomb potential and the more stiff terms as Bohm potential or the correlation potential. Convergence has been achieved usually within 200 − 300 iterations with a criterion on the solution norm of ||Φ k+1 0 − Φ k 0 || < 10 −4 . Considering that the ground state solution is spherical symmetric and the excitation that has to be used has dipolar character (discussed bellow), it is natural to assume that a cylindrical coordinate system with angular symmetry should account for all the coordinate dependence of the solution. Therefore, in the time dependent investigations, such a 2D system of cylindrical coordinates (r, z) has been used within a domain of −3r 0 < z, r < 3r 0 . Indeed, this is an overestimation of the box which contains the entire electron distribution, but is was necessary in order to prevent false fractional electrons escaping from the cluster. Also, it is important to use such large distances as boundaries of the box since the Coulomb potential is solved with Poisson equation which needs a set of boundary conditions, extracted from a multipole expansion, valid only in the large distance approximation.
The radial coordinate has been taken to cover the whole diameter, as described in [45] to avoid the singularity from 0 and the implementation of boundary conditions for Poisson equation in r ≈ 0 which had have required a supplementary, unnecessary effort.
Usual discretizations involved a number of points of nr = nz = 100 − 200 on each axis. We have found that this values offer a good precision-computational cost ratio and deals with the possible stiffness of the potential.
Regarding the time propagation, we have used a total time of propagation around 1 − 50s enough for the collective motion to fade through dissipation and to avoid instabilities. This interval has been discretized with a step between δt = 10 −3 −10 −2 f s. The numerical method invoked in the actual propagation of Φ was the Crank-Nicholson (CN) which assures us stability and norm conservation. Because we have self-consistency between the mean field potential w and Φ, the potential that propagates Φ(t) to Φ(t + δt) is computed with a midpoint rule: with the potential constructed from Φ(t), w[Φ(t)] we propagate an unphysical solution Φ * and then, the true solution at the next step is obtained within the mediated potential (w[Φ(t)] + w[Φ * ])/2. Regarding the excitation mechanism, the most natural would be to consider a weak laser pulse described classically (due to size of the cluster, an external electric field is fairly approximated to a plane wave) as v( r, t) ∝ cos(ωt − kz)e −ηt . Nonetheless, this choice can induce ω or k dependent solutions which is undesirable. Therefore, we take as initial condition a dipole shift ground state profile, Φ(r, z, t = 0) = Φ 0 ( r 2 + (z + η) 2 ) as in [46] . Usual choices on η have been η = 1 − 10%r 0 .
Solving equation 11 in the numerical frame described above, the single viable result is the density distribution ρ( r, t) = |Φ( r, t)| 2 . We are interested in the optical response so we should investigate the cross-section dependence with energy. But since cross-section is closely related to the strength function, we compute in our simulations the Fourier transformed of the total dipolar moment:
which is tackled with the Fast Fourier Transformed algorithm.
C. Validity and correction improvements
As discussed in the derivation of TDTF, the approximations involved are the TF local form of the equation of state and a single valued irrotational velocity field u associated with the dynamics of electrons. In the picture of phase space described mathematically by the Wigner function f w ( r, p, t), the model reduces to a geometrical picture in which f w has a constant value in a sphere displaced accordingly with u :
. This approximation should underestimate from the start any collisional effects and the velocity dispersion in momentum space due to Fermi sphere anisotropies, so we expect that the dissipation in the system will be diminished. In figure 5 this can be seen from the smaller width of the resonance peak from 20eV with respect to the experimental data. Further more, the basic model used for picturing nuclei and core electrons was that of a jellium model. This aspect is not neglijable and it is at some level a surprise that such a complex cluster with icosahedral geometry like fullerene does not present a rough effect on the position of resonances due to ionic structure. Other methods have obtained a shift in the position of plasmons and this defect has been corrected with a shift back of almost 5eV [47] explained exactly as ionic effect. In our simulations, we have shifted the spectrum with 2eV to fit the experimental peak from 20eV . A considerable number of papers have used ab initio approaches as DFT to describe this aspect of fullerene and some [10] have argued that the nature of the secondary resonance from 40eV has pure quantum nature, being an interplay effect between different shells of the electronic system or simply from single particle excitations. Since we have used a shell-free method and still were able to reconstruct the main profile and resonances of the optical spectrum, we contest this interpretation and support the idea that it has to be a genuine collective dynamics, since our method can describe only this kind of features.
Moreover, wanting to simulate our share of quantum effects, we have added to dynamics the supplementary exchange-correlation potential (LDA) from [48] coupled with the gradient correction [28] and, as it can be seen from 6 no notable changes are obtain in the spectrum.
D. Plasmons: existence and interpretation
We argue that in usual spherical clusters, Na for example the resonance at Mie frequency appears naturally due to their geometry and the oscillations at the surface. In C 60 we have two connected surfaces, one outside r ≈ 1.3r 0 and one inside r ≈ 0.7r 0 the cluster. Each one of them has specific resonances, which reconstruct the total optical response, but the response inside the electron system, namely in its volume is minimal, therefore, we cannot interpret the 40eV resonance as a volume plasmon.
If this is true, we should be able to analyze it from the time dependency of the electron density. In order to have a quantitative description of this feature, we appeal at the so called transition densities defined here as:
This is in fact the imaginary part local Fourier Transformed of the density, which has the physical interpretation of oscillation amplitude. In the azimuthal profile of the cluster we should be able to visualize where the peaks of this quantity are placed in respect to ω excitation energy and to compare this, locally with the density of electrons. We set for this a reasonable description of the volume domain in the structure, as the spherical shell defined as 70%r 0 < r < 130%r 0 , where, from numerical simulation of the ground state, around 90% of the total electronic charge it is contained. Therefore, we can interpret that the adjacent space of this shell can be considered surface of the system. In figure 8 we have plotted the transition densities |χ(z, ω)| 2 in a density plot. It can be seen that the resonance from 20eV has its peaks outside the volume region so it is indeed a surface plasmon. Looking at 40eV we see that the active regions are also in the surface of the electron cloud and around r = r 0 almost no activity is present. This quantitative aspect allows us to conclude that the correct interpretation of the plasmon resonance from 40eV is that of a surface plasmon, as argued in [49] , [50] and not a volume one [10] .
Further, for even a more refined visualization of this matter, a plot figure 7 is realized with the quantity χ( r, ω) represented in radial profile for the debated peak. The numerical result was found to be close to the superposition and interpolated as 2 gaussians. As one could see, at 40eV , the amplitude of oscillation stay on what we have defined as surface of the electron density.
In the debate [49] - [10] it has been argued that the 40eV plasmon is a result of the above described two surface resonances which are out of phase oscillations and therefore, the volume compression must exist and interpreted as volume plasmon. We found that indeed the phase difference exists, aspect which can be seen from the radial profile 7, recognizing that the inner surface and the outer surface have peaks with opposite sign and their phase difference must be close to π.
Nonetheless, since in fig 8 and 7 we found no significant peaks in the volume of the electron density, we maintain our position that it's all about two surface plasmons and the compression does not exist from hydrodynamic reasons. 
Conclusions
Starting from the fundamental theorems of DFT and TDDFT we have presented a derivation of the so called TDTF method which uses as approximations the TF equation of state and the picture of single valued velocity field for a fermionic system. The semi-classical and exchange-correlation corrections are discussed and included for comparison in our simulations. The method is used in the case of dipolar oscillations in C 60 cluster. Under spherical symmetry and jellium model approximation, the electronic ground state radial profile is calculated in good agreement with the experimental descriptions of the inner and outer surfaces.
Furthermore, in the dynamical regime, we excite the electrons by a small initial dipole shift and let the system to evolve under the TDTF equation in its NLSE form. We found a good result in the optical spectrum where the resonance from 20eV and that from 40eV are semi-quantitatively obtained. The inclusion of corrections is found to produce no essential differences from the pure TF approximation.
In order to have a quantitative description of the second resonances we analyze the local transition densities from which we conclude that is not a volume plasmon, but also a surface plasmon distributed on two connected surfaces. This two oscillations are found to be out of phase but still, no effective compression results in the volume of the electronic distribution. 
